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Abstract:- The Internet Infrastructure should be secure before the network become threatened by the various
number of bad packets. In this case study paper “Steve Gibson” creator of SpinRite, ShieldsUP, suffered a very
hard problem due to a Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack on his website (http://www.grc.com). In this
paper, our analysis point of view that he figured out by his analytical advance skills that how they attack on his
website and what tools they use? Steve Gibson use different tools and testing to protect his website from the
attackers. He knows that 13 year old hacker and his partners had not created this tool because they were script
kiddies and only know how to operate this attack. There was a disruption between Gibson & Wicked; due to saying
the word “Script Kiddies” but Gibson doesn’t say it. There were 474 computers which were performed to attack on
his website. Attackers were running a “IRC bots” that takes command from the central server. They were just giving
the commands and the bots started flooding with the millions of TCP packets. These types of attack don’t affect the
attacker’s computer or data. The purpose of this attack was that legitimate request can’t get through due to flooding
the website with so much data.
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1. Introduction
(a) Distributed denial of service (DDoS)
Distributed denial of service is one of the common attacks that are caused by botnet, and it usually makes a large
quantity of financial loss [1, 13, 14]. Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks commonly overwhelm their
victims by sending a vast amount of legitimate-like packets from multiple attack sites. Hence, the victim spends its
key resources processing the attack packets and cannot attend to its legitimate clients. DDoS traffic also creates a
heavy congestion in the Internet core which disrupts communication between all Internet users whose packets cross
congested routers during very large attacks, [2].
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(b) Botnet
Botnet is an urgent problem that has impact on information security and reduces confidentiality, integrity and
availability of certain service [8]. In the research of information security, three standards, including confidentiality,
integrity and availability, are discussed [9,1 0]. Botnet network is formed for commercial reasons, either in order to
earn money by sending SPAM mail or tampering of rivals. The biggest problem which the organizer can have is
Command and Control (C&C) of the net [11].

(c) Back Ice Defender
Systems such as BINDER [7], Norton Personal Firewall, and Black Ice Defender would have been an alternative
approach to detecting the spyware programs. However, they are also unable to identify the seven spyware programs
missed by Web Tap because these programs run as plug-ins inside of the browser, which is a trusted process
receiving legitimate input.

2. Analysis Of Steve Gibson DDoS Attack:
This DDoS attack was occurred on the evening of May 4th, 2001, and grc.com was dropped of the internet. In the
beginning of this attack that occurred to Steve Gibson website, they analyze two types of attack i.e. 1) Packet
Flooding Attack 2) Brute Force Flood Attack. The starting time of the first attack, they analyze and experience that
this type of attack is Packet Flooding Attack. They use Cisco routers for the two T1 lines to the internet were
receiving 1.54 megabit rate. There was a mishap occur that outbound traffic was approximately to zero because
inbound traffic was not reaching to their server. DDoS attacks are not limited only to Web servers, but almost all
kinds of service available on the Internet can be targets of the attacks [4].
From my logical point of view, then, he reconfigured his network to capture the packet traffic and began logging
the attack. Over there he analyzed and saw that huge UDP packets are at the bogus port of 666 at grc.com. It then
fragmented over the internet showing the result of 1500-byte IP packets. His local router and firewall was not giving
trouble and his machines were not affected.
Then, he analyze that it is a simple brute force attack which is used to consume all the bandwidth of our
connection to the internet. Therefore Steve Gibson provided two pairs of 1.54 megabits (3.08 megabits) of
bandwidth in each direction. Then their T1 relieved of the bad packets that had been filtered before leaving
VERIO’s router. In this way, the high bandwidth of the T1 would stop the packet flood in order to allow good
packets. Seventeen hours passed for the first attack, Steve Gibson able to get a competent VERIO engineer with his
analysis of the attack. In two minutes they applied brute force filters to the VERIO router to shut down the UDP and
ICMP traffic. In this way, http://www.grc.com again popped up back onto the internet. During seventeen hours
passed for the first attack Steve Gibson and his corporation captured 16.1 gigabytes of packet log data. He
determined that they are attacked by 474 Windows PC’s after choosing UDP packets at on port 666.

3. Five Additional Steve Gibson DDoS Attacks
Five Additional Attacks (6th Attack is not counted as a attack):
Steve Gibson & his Research Corporation faced to bear five attacks:
First Attack: This attack occurred on May 4th and it was remained till for 8 days. In this attack, 17 hours passed,
they able to filter it their ISP, so that attack cannot behind the filters.
Second Attack: This attack occurred on May 13th and it is similar to first attack. For eight hours, they are
dropped of the internet until and unless VERIO re-establish their previous filters.
Third Attack: This attack occurred on May 14th. This type of attack was retargeted at the IP of their firewall.
They again and again dropped off from the internet. Talking back again to VERIO Engineer, they decided to shut
down T1 completely. GRC.com pop up on the internet due to single T1.
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Forth Attack: This attack occurred on May 15th. They were bugs in Cisco routing software, and for this reason
they were unable to filter their attack. In this forth attack, he talk with VERIO engineer on phone to design and
test the comprehensive set of cisco router filters to protect the http://www.grc.com site. During these attacks, He
also design the exact profile of the malicious traffic generated due to these attacks.
Fifth Attack: This attack occurred on May 16th. In this attack, attacking machine generate 64K byte of UDP
packets which is of maximum size but the packet port “666” destination is carried by the first 1500 byte fragment
of each packet. That night of this attack, his VERIO router block at least 538,916,268 malicious packets.
Sixth Attack: This attack was occurred on May 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th.These are not exact dates but when they
check the router UDP/666 hit counter on Monday 21th. In this attack, filter has occurred to conclude at-least
2,399,237, 016 malicious packets.
Steve Gibson was having FBI conversation and also having conversation with “wicked” during the attacks.

4. Tools to test for Steve Gibson DDoS
From my analytical thinking and observation that tools used were as:
i) Testing Zombies: So he sacrificed to choose Zombies. He reformatted his laptop with the machine name “Sitting
Duck” and turned it on. Then this program was connected to the IRC chat server which is remotely programmed and
after that it joins the secret and password key protected channel on that server. His aim of using zombies is to kill its
ability of sending damaging packets. The Zombie program, he received was rundIl.exe. As zombies are continuous
joining and leaving the IRC Server, so Sub7Server Trojan was downloaded by the zombie from a free web pages
web server. Sub7Server Trojan defines as user with sub7 in their machine might as well as having the hacker
standing right. It starts listening on the random port it choose during installation.. It joins it special Sub7 IRC chat
server where it posts a notice listing all the details required for its connection and use. At the same time, identical
information is posted to a newsgroup server through a web server CGI script. Hackers no longer need to scan the
internet for vulnerable machines running sub7. He use spy-bot to analyze and collecting the binaries of zombies. By
this way, he finally found that the hacker (^boss^) because zombies “wicked” had hex edited in order to create that
had been grc.com.
The benefit of using zombies was 1) Understanding the technology. 2) He wanted to know the issues around the
internet security and privacy 3) He also wanted to know everything worked so that he possibly defended against
future similar attack. 4) Needed to get through to “Wicked” any way.
Logging into the wkdbots IRC server and joining his boots on the “#pines” IRC channel, the wick use the two
commands.(1)!p4 207.71.92.193 (2)!udp 207.71.92.193 9999999 0. !p4 command use by the grc.com server and
executes the ping command with following arguments i.e Ping.exe 207.71.92.193 –l 65500 –n 10000. This
command sends 10,000 which are 64 kbyte ping packets to the machine at the specified IP. The !Udp command do
more damage. Target IP, the number of huge UDP packets to send and inter-packet delay are specified from this
command. This command also allows udp packets for each bot to send 9,999,999 to the grc.com server.
This is all the testing, Steve Gibson did using Zombies. His spy-bot pick up this command The “!r” command ,
when his “^boss^” gave him which stands for Ready/Report/Rally. It is interesting command in this attack because it
causes connecting & listening zombies to report in.
From DDoS attack, Steve Gibson did a quick and easy check for IRC Zombie/ Bots by using the command on
the IRC default port of 6667 i.e Netstat –an | find “: 6667”. To quick check for an identical server, then type::
Netstat –an | find “: 113”. Permanently update operational system and other software; since Bots use security
failures in operating system and other software, it is necessary to update them permanently, or install the patches and
update [6]. Some Bots have special function of collecting electronic addresses. Besides, they are used for sending
phishing-mail [3].
ii) Personal Firewalls and IRC Zombie/Bot Intrusions: So, by handling this type of situation, he downloaded
the completely free version of Zone Alarm 2.6 from the Zone labs website and after he installed it. When he restart
his laptop, zombie was notifying that zombie is making outbound connection to its IRC chat server and therefore
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Sub7 Trojan was waiting for someone to connect. So he used another machine to telnet to the Sub7 Server Trojan
port so it can listen. Then the zone alarm popped up and telling that Sub7server Trojan is allowed to accept a
connection from the internet. The problem doesn’t become solve, and then he used Black Ice Defender v2.5 (lame
personal firewall) to remove all traces of Zone Alarm and restarted the machine. Everything was settled down and
restarted the machine with his packet sniffer running on a adjacent PC.
iii) Using Black-Ice Defender: Using another tool/testing: It having features like: 1) Zombie/Bot happily
connected 2) Sub7 Trojan sent email containing the machine to the port, it was listening. It was connected and
logged itself to the Sub7 Server 3)No alerts 4)There was no flashing in the System Tray.5)Trojans were not
hampered.
After using Black-Ice Defender, he performed one final test: The final test, he did with Zone Alarm. Using his
laptop, when he was doing a final test with Zone Alarm, he then connected to the Sub7 Server Trojan. Sub 7 Server
Trojan was listening the port number over the internet. Then he received Sub7’s PWD prompt asking him to login.

5. What information learned from Steve Gibson DDoS Attack?
The information I learned from this attack as:
1) Steve Gibson have analyzed their tools and conversation.2) When asking help for Internet security, so
Industry leading consumer ISP’s are useless.3) The future in the United State Government have no tolerance in case
of Internet hacking.4) The internetwork must be secure before it produces malicious attacks.5) We need to have a
tool that can hold and demonstrate ISP irresponsibility for the future.

6. How would you attempt to keep a business from suffering a similar (DDoS attack)?
From my analysis and observation, DDoS also have its own tools for attempting to keep a business suffering.
In this case, malicious user can find out which physical servers the victim is using then by implanting a
malicious virtual machine at that location to launch an attack [12]. There are different ways for attempting to keep a
business suffering from a similar (DDoS) attack:

Black-holing or sink-holing: It can block all traffic and it is discarded from where it diverts to a blackhole. The downside of this traffic is discarded in two ways: 1) Combination of good & bad packets 2) The business
is targeted off-line.

Routers & Firewall: Routers can stop in two ways: It is filtering nonessential protocols which can be
configured to stop simple ping attacks. It stops invalid IP addresses. Routers are ineffective against in two ways: 1)
More sophisticated spoofed attack 2) Application-level attacks using valid IP addresses. Firewall don’t support antispoofing, so firewall can shut down a specific flow associated with an attack.

Intrusion-detection systems: Anomaly-detection capabilities to be provide for IDS solutions. They will
recognize when valid protocols are being used as an attack vehicle.

IP-Spoofing & Bandwidth Flooding Attack etc. and as well as block all Inbound packets which having
highly number service ports. All common ports fall in the range of 1-1023.

Conclusion
In this case study paper, DDoS attack use hundreds or thousands of computer and sends unwanted traffic to the
victim computer via victim resources and preventing it from serving its legitimate clients. Besides, it is possible to
overload the communication channel if DDoS attack sends too many packages per second. TCP and UDP “flood”
are mostly used [5]. Several attacks occurred and tools applied to test this Steve Gibson DDoS attack, so to get his
system in normal position. In my analysis for business point of view: 1) DDoS attacks can shutter a business
because these attacks behave as a Destructive Stealth Weapons. 2) The threat of DDoS attack continues to increase
in the business due to reliance on the internet continues to grow. 3) If anyone wanted to conduct Business,
Organizations & Companies etc. as usual, so they need to notify operational continuity and resource availability
with the DDoS mitigation approach.
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